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Vision Quest
Doug Aitkenʼs tech-fueled, all-night,
glow-in-the-dark, cross-country,
pop-art train ride
by CLIVE THOMPSON

Petra Cortright
Age: 27 Medium: Video Known for: YouTube selfportraits (2007-2013)- carefully edited, hypnotic
videos that start out normal and morph into glitchy,
pixilated muatations.
Indeed, lo-res has its own allure. The quirky, fuzzy errors in our software and online
experiences have given birth to whatʼs known as glitch art, works that explore the
occasionally expressive beauty of malfunctioning tech. In 2007 Petra Cortright—a 27-yearold visual artist in California—began editing hypnotically weird videos of herself that played
up the strange glitches of YouTube. A video would begin with the classic “hey, look at me”
laptop-cam shot. But after a few seconds, odd distortions would creep in. Cortrightʼs arms
would elongate, her hair would chunkily pixelate, sections of the frame would seem to move
faster than other parts. It became a riveting meditation on YouTube and self-presentation:
How much humanity can we express in tiny, janky cubes of video? In tweets? Status
updates?
Given the centrality of social networking in our everyday lives, itʼs probably not surprising
that Facebook has spawned a pile of art scrutinizing its effects. One of the more powerful
works is Ben Grosserʼs Facebook Demetricator. Two years ago Grosser became interested
in the profusion of numbers on a Facebook page (“9 people like this, View 12 more
comments”). So he created a browser plug-in that removes these numbers: You log in and
see all the same Facebook material but none of the urgent little numbers telling you how
much stuff youʼve missed, how many likes you got. It calms some people down; others feel
like theyʼre missing a biological clock for their online lives.
If Facebook Demetricator is art, where exactly is it? You donʼt go to a museum to see it. Its
impact comes from living with the plug-in for days and days. If you just look at, say, a
screenshot of someone elseʼs demetricated Facebook, you donʼt really get it. Your monitor
or Facebook—or maybe your browserʼs plug-in directory—are both the medium and the
gallery wall. This suits Grosser fine: He has about 8,000 people actively using it and many
more whoʼve tried it. “How many artists would kill to have thousands of people engaged
with their art all the time? Like using it daily?” he says.
Christiane Paul, a curator at the Whitney Museum of American Art, calls this kind of thing
net art, and it lives wholly online. Since so much digital culture is already pretty strange and
aesthetically interesting—Russian dash-cam videos, Nyan cat remixes—net art becomes
part of the overall pretty hallucinatory experience of being online all the time. “Not everyone
who experiences these works would even think about them as art,” Paul says.
This confusion poses a real challenge for the genre. For one thing, it limits its collection.
Technically the Hirshhorn acquired Song1. But in a physical sense, this means that the
museum acquired a computer that runs the software that executes the work—on Windows
7. The museum intends to mount Song1 again in a few years. But what happens when
Microsoft stops supporting the operating system and new computers canʼt run it? Other
museums have already discovered that digital art they acquired back in the 1990s was

designed for browsers and software that are now obsolete. For example, in 1995 the
Whitney bought Douglas Davisʼ The Worldʼs First Collaborative Sentence, a pioneering
interactive project that allowed anyone worldwide to contribute to an ever-growing
sentence. But the code doesnʼt work on a modern browser.
Would porting the code from a legacy system be the equivalent of, say, restoring a
Vermeer? Or would it be more like adding new elements to a Vermeer? After some debate,
the curators decided to do both: To create their own updated version of the piece that runs
and to display it alongside the old, broken one. In the old world of art, you preserve the
paint; in the digital world, you preserve the code.
This concern isnʼt just intellectual. The tactical universe of high art—with its money,
funding, and grants—is still very much gallery-based. Many curators arenʼt sure how
seriously to take the new digital artists, much less how to display what they do. Theyʼre not
even sure what to call the work. After all, much of modern digital art is essentially invisible.
Itʼs code. Itʼs a process. Just looking at it isnʼt enough. Youʼre supposed to experience it.
The art of the Demetricator is, in a way, not entirely what you see on the screen at all. Itʼs
the software Grosser wrote, the underlying algorithm and the experience it creates on a
daily basis when you log in to Facebook, and it seems like a denuded, slightly alien
landscape. By redesigning Facebook, even subtly, the Demetricator makes its users feel
how the software works. In the words of Ian Bogost, a professor at Georgia Institute of
Technology, the artists are using “procedural rhetoric.” Itʼs code as a sort of argument, a
way of making a point about the world.
Probably the most successful deployers of procedural rhetoric are creators of artistic
videogames—maybe because the videogame audience is already fluent in thinking about
the underpinnings of what they see onscreen. (Whenever a new version of Call of Duty
comes out, fans spend months arguing online about how the latest iteration of artificial
intelligence affects the feel of the gameplay.) One of the most riveting pieces of game art is
Jason Rohrerʼs Passage, which starts off like a simple, chunky, side-scrolling adventure—
but a few minutes in, you realize that your blocky character appears to be aging. A few
minutes later, inevitably, you die. Youʼre aware thereʼs more game to explore, but youʼll
never get there, no matter how many times you play. Passageʼs mechanic, the code
governing the gameʼs behavior, is the message. “Itʼs a memento mori,” Rohrer says.

